Check out some of these books recommended by the staff of the Montvale Public Library that highlight the contributions and influence of Asian Americans and Pacific Islander Americans to the history, culture, and achievements of the United States.

**Picture Books**

- Amy Wu and the Patchwork Dragon by Kat Zhang
- A Big Bed for Little Snow by Grace Lin
- A Different Pond by Phi, Bao
- Drawn Together by Minh Le
- Eyes That Kiss In The Corners by Joanna Ho
- Ho’nani: Hula Warrior by Heather Gale
- I Dream of Popo by Livia Blackburne
- Stop! Bot! by James Yang
- Ten Little Dumplings by Larissa Fan
- Watercress by Andrea Yang
- When Father Comes Home by Sarah Jung
Middle Grade Fiction

- Amina’s Song by Hena Khan
- Front Desk by Kelly Yang
- Inside Out & Back Again by Thanhhà Lai
- Prairie Lotus by Linda Sue Park
- Stargazing by Jen Wang
- Soul Lanterns by Shaw Kuzki
- When You Trap a Tiger by Tae Keller
- We Dream of Space by Erin Entrada Kelly

Young Adult Fiction

- Almost American Girl by Robin Ha
- Dragon Hoops by Gene Luen Yang
- I’ll Be the One by Lyla Lee
- Patron Saints of Nothing by Randy Ribay
- Super Fake Love Song by David Yoon
- This Time Will Be Different by Misa Sugiura
- When Dimple Met Rishi by Sandhya Menon